Abstract-In malware accident investigation, the most important thing is detection of malicious code. Signature based anti-virus software have been used in most of the accident. Malware can easily avoid signature based detection by using packing or encryption method. Because of this, packed file detection is also important. Detection methods can be divided into signature based detection and entropy based detection. Signature based detection can not detect new packing. And entropy based detection has a problem with false positive. We provides detection method using entropy statistics of the entry point section and 'write' properties of essential characteristic of packed file. And then, we show packing detection tool and evaluate its performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Malware detection is very important work in malware forensics. In malware detection investigation usually uses anti-virus software. This program detects based on signature. Signature based detection is very fast and effective. But, if detection signatures increase, detection speed will be slowed. And if you do not have rules, you will fail to detect malware [1] . If you fail to detect malware, malware investigation will fail.
Malware authors use PE(Portable Executable file) packing or encrypting techniques [2, 3] . Malware avoid malware detection through this method. According to AV-Test Corporation, 92 percent malware have been packed [4] . So, packed PE file detection is necessary for efficient malware investigation.
Detection methods can be divided into signature based detection and entropy based detection. Signature based detection can not detect the new packing. And entropy based detection has a problem with false positive depending on the selection of data area. This paper's main idea is based on the fact that malware use packing and this paper focus on detecting packed PE file. To detect packed PE file, we used entropy of the entry point section and essential characteristic of packed PE file. Based on this, REMINDer(REsponse tool for Malware INDication) was implemented. And we evaluated the performance between REMINDer and public tools.
The next section discusses packed PE file detection study and tools. Section 3 explains structure of PE file and Packed PE file. And entropy for detection of packing and essential feature to reduce false positive are present. Section 4 presents Detection method based on the previous experiment. The experimental results are explained in Section 5. And Conclusions and a future work are given in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Research for Detection of Packing
Lyda [5] explained the techniques of detecting encrypted or packed malware based on entropy analysis. Lyda proposed packing or encrypted file's entropy metrics set which can be used as a standard to distinguish plain text, execution file, packing, encrypted files. Entropy calculation uses the occurrence frequency or the bytes included in execution file regardless of the meaning of the byte itself. Lyda mentions that packed file can be checked fast and efficiently through the byte statistical distribution survey. Lyda distinguished packing and general file by entropy calculation for the whole file, but there sometimes occur high entropy from notpacked file which can cause false detection. Also, there 978-1-4244-4946-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE is possibility of detection miss due to low entropy when packed section is small.
Choi [6] proposed the tool "PHAD" which detects packing file based on the Header Analysis of PE files. The packed and encrypted execution code should be unpacked when the malware is packed and encrypted, and it is explained that the packed execution file should be detected prior to that stage. PE Header of packed file has specific elements which are not general. Packed file is distinguished from not-packed files by calculating the Euclid Distance of the CV (Characteristic Vector) which are defined as 8 items from those specific elements.
The Choi proposed method extracts characteristics which some packers are use, and perform detection based on the characteristics. Because of this reason, it is possible to detect for already analyzed packing files, but there is possibility of unable to detect for new types of packing files. In this paper, we increased detection rate by extracting the essential feature of packing files and calculating entropy of the entry point section.
We detect packed files by extracting the essential elements of packing files, and calculated the entropy. The detections of variant packing are also available.
B. Detection Tools
PEID [7] is the most common open tool to detect PE file packer and compiler. PEID currently can detect PE file packer and compiler based upon more than 600 signatures. It provides OEP finder, crypto Analyzer, generic unpacker as additional features, and it also provides function to inspect multiple files at the same time by downloading the whole directory. But PEID's problem is that it can not detect when there is no signature.
MRC(MANDIANT Red Curtain) [8] is an open tool against System Infringement. This tool is designed to investigate the system infringement fast and efficiently. It performs the structure analysis on PE file to decide whether the file is normal or not. And when avoidance techniques such as encryption or packing are applied to data, it adds weight value by utilizing that the PE file entropy is relatively higher than structured data. The result of infringement after calculating the threat score is displayed as Red for the file which needs investigation, Yellow for suspicious file, and Green for normal PE file. Also, judge the packing through packing signature.
In this paper, we compared the Packing Detection Rate and the Required Time to evaluate the performance of PEID, MRC, and REMINDer.
III. PE FILE FORMAT AND PACKED PE FILE FORMAT
This Chapter explains the PE file format and packed PE file format. we will presents entropy of experiment results and essential feature of packed PE files.
A. PE File Format
PE file format is the format of executable file used in 32 bit or 64 bit version Microsoft Windows. File Extensions which supports this file format are .exe, .obj, .dll, .sys, etc [9] . IMAGE_NT_HEADER starts with PE file unique identifier, and includes executable system, number of sections, time value, execution property, etc. There is SECTION TABLE which are separated and managed by the data with different data properties such as code, data, resource, debug information, etc. Also, it consists of SECTION DATA which includes various practical data such as execution code for actual execution, data and resources.
B. Packed PE File Format
Packing means to compress the execution file, and this file is unpacked as it is executed and actual file is executed. This is why packing is called as 'executing compression'. It is developed with the purpose to protect the packing of commercial software code from crack. But malware uses it to compress the code they produced which makes the analysis difficult, and to propagate it faster on the network by reducing the size [10] . The original code is hidden by execution compression after packing as in Figure 2 , and it should be unpacked for binary analysis. The analysis becomes difficult if it can not be unpacked. This is why most of malware producers use packing technique.
C. Entropy of Packed PE File
As one may know from the expression of packed PE file as executing compression, packed PE file stores its data with compression and encryption. Therefore, data of packed section is random. This characteristic can be found through byte entropy calculation. Entropy is used to measure randomness the data stream. The file can be judged whether it is packed and encrypted by entropy calculation. The range of entropy calculation result is from 0 to 8
In former study, Lyda used entropy analysis method to detect packed and encrypted malware, and proposed entropy metrics set. Data set is divided into Normal Text File, Execution File, Packed Execution File, Encrypted Execution File, and calculated entropy with unit of 512 byte blocks to remove classification of the execution file. There appeared '0' at many of the blocks in execution files, which causes sudden entropy drop. To complement this, the blocks with more than 1/2 of '0' are excluded. Lyda's entropy metrics set is shown in Table 4 . As shown in the table, files can be divided as text file, execution file, packed execution file, encrypted execution file.
In order to have statistical significance in the processing of the occurrence of all available data should be at least 5 or more. Therefore, for entropy to measure the frequency of bytes at least 5 * 256 bytes or more data is needed. In other words, 1,280 or more bytes data for the reliability of the experiment is required. But, Lyda did not cover strictly about it. He was only using the statistical package of bintropy. It is difficult apply because he does not mention clearly about data size and data processing.
In this paper, we are used the data of 1,280 bytes or more to ensure reliability in the handling of statistics. And we performed two types of experiments to detect packed file. First is to measure entropy of the whole file. Packed PE file will indicate high entropy in the whole file including the entry point because it is compressed and encrypted. Second is the entropy value of entry point section. Normal PE file has program's main code at entry point. Packed PE file also has packing release code and packing data at entry point. C. Shannon proposed information entropy [11] calculating equation is used for entropy calculation. Information entropy is the term which explains the volume of information in signal or event using entropy concept. 400 normal PE files are extracted as experiment data from 'Windows', 'Program Files' directory, and collected 400 packed files from honeypot. Calculated entropy for 200 files from each group, and the calculation result is shown at Table 2 . Table 2 is expressed in graph at Figure 3 and Figure 4 . Horizontal axis x indicates entropy. And vertical axis y indicates number of entropy in the graph. As shown in Figure 3 , entropy of the entire file is part of the overlapping. Because of this, entropy of the entire file is not suitable as criteria for detection of packing. But, as shown in Figure 4 , the entropy of the entry point section can distinguish between packed and non-packed PE. In other words, packed file can be detected through entropy of the entry point section. In this paper, the entropy is used in the detection of the packing.
D. The Essential Elements of Packed PE File
Choi was used many CVs for detection of packing. But we are focused on the essential components to extract. There are many information which indicate characteristics of PE file in normal PE file header. The most notable item is the 4 bytes of characteristics property value in IMAGE_SECTION_HEADER of SECTION TABLE. This property indicates execution authority at first 1 byte such as EXECUTE, READ, WRITE, and the final 1byte indicates whether the file is CODE or DATA according to the data type. The property value which indicates the section characteristics is shown in following Table. Normal PE file's execution section property is indicated with 4 bytes, and has value of '0x60000020'. This indicates that the file is EXECUTE, READ property, and the file is CODE. We may regard this property that the execution of this file is essential, but it is not practically true. Followings are the results of experiment by changing the property of PE file section. As shown in above table, all files were executable regardless characteristics value, and they were all executable regardless with data type of CODE or DATA. From this result, it is found that EXECUTE or CODE are not the essential elements for PE file execution. In other words, it is quite possible to change CODE, DATA property as well as EXECUTE, READ, WRITE properties for PE file execution. As shown in the above experiment, the PE file without EXECUTE property is executable because DEP(Data Execution Prevention) of windows is not activated [12] . Windows DEP is the hardware and software technology to additionally check to protect malicious execution code to be executed in specified area of the system memory. DEP prevents execution of the malicious execution code by specifying memory locations for all processes as non-execution when the memory location does not explicitly include execution code.
Different from the normal PE files, packed PE file section needs code to release packing as PE file is executed, and it also needs WRITE authority for the released data. Therefore, packing file includes WRITE authority as well as READ, EXECUTE in characteristics property of the Section. As a result, most of the PE file's characteristics value indicate '0xE00000*0'. Similar to the normal PE file experiment, following table indicates the results of experiment by changing the three property values in packed PE file to find whether they are essential elements. Table 5 indicates that the packed PE file is executable only when including WRITE property. Based on this result, it is found that the WRITE property in section characteristics is the essential element for execution. In this paper, WRITE property is used in the detection of the packing.
IV. Packed File Detection and Flowchart
Chapter 3 explained two characteristics to distinguish normal PE file and packed PE file through experiment. Two characteristics of packed PE files can be defined as following based on the above.
It is compressed and encrypted. It has packing release characteristic.
This chapter describes detection method using characteristics of packing PE file, and proposes the detection flowchart.
A. Packed File Detection 1) Entropy Based Detection
Packed file's data entropy is high because it is compressed and encrypted. As we confirmed in the previous chapter, packed PE and normal PE can be distinguished using the entropy in entry point. The file with higher than 6.85 entropy value is regarded as packed PE file because the entropy range of entry point section in packed PE file is 6.85-7.99, and entropy range of entry point section in normal PE file is 4.55-6.82.
2) Unpacking Characteristic Based Detection
Packed file has different section property from normal PE file to unpack the file. As confirmed in chapter 3, packed PE file's section characteristics property of EXECUTE, READ and CODE, DATA can be modified but the WRITE property is essential. Therefore, packed PE file can be initially selected by checking the entry point section and verify whether it includes WRITE property.
Choi also used section characteristics property to detect packing, but Choi made the rules of the various characteristics of packing file to detect packing, while this paper covers different patterns with unchanging essential elements of general characteristics that packed PE files have. Figure 5 indicates the packed PE file detection flowchart. Packed PE file detection starts with receiving the hard disk of directory. It sequentially searches the lower directory files from the receiving location, and checks PE file signature of 'MZ'. If it is PE file, it checks the number of section, and search the entry point section. After finding the entry point section, it distinguishes packed PE file initially by checking whether the entry point includes characteristics property of WRITE. Then it calculates the entropy of the section which has WRITE property, and compares the value with 6.85, which is the predefined threshold entropy value between normal PE file and packed PE file, to make final packing detection. This method can detect packed PE files faster and more accurate compare to existing signature based packing detection tools.
B. Packed PE File Detection Flowchart
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This chapter evaluates the packed PE file detection rate, measure time to detect, and evaluate the performance of REMINDer using proposed method. Open tools of PEID and MRC are used as comparison references.
A. Detection Rate
Open tools of PEID and MRC are used to compare with REMINDer for packing file detection rate. 200 files of normal PE files extracted from 'Windows', 'Program Files' directory, and 200 files of packed file collected from honeypot are used as data for detection rate evaluation. The result of detection rate is indicated in Table 6 . There was no false positive for normal files in using all three tools as shown in Table 6 . Regarding the detection rate for packed PE files, PEID and MRC detects packing based on signature, but some files did not have corresponding signature. REMINDer had false negative of 2.5%, and all of which are confirmed as packed file with low entropy as a result of investigation for each file.
Accordingly, it is confirmed that the packed PE file detection tool proposed in this paper has better performance than other open tools.
B. Detection Time
Open tools of PEID and MRC are used to compare with REMINDer for packing file detection time. 'Program Files' directory is used for detection time measurement. The whole hard disk or directory with possible infection usually becomes the investigation object, and 'Program Files' directory is selected because it contains many execution files. This directory includes about 9 gigabytes of volume with 41,555 files. The detection time is indicated in Table 7 . As the result indicated in <Table 7>, the proposed detection tool method has much better performance. The detection time is measured for 9 gigabytes in the performance evaluation, but hard disks with hundreds of gigabytes to some terabytes of capacity are widely used recently. As an example of one terabytes case, MRC takes about 14 hours, while REMINDer takes about 8 hours. Considering the reality of perform a lot of accident investigation within limited time, fast detection time is also important in malware accident investigation as well as accurate malware detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
In malware accident investigation, there is limitation in depending upon the signature based antivirus software to detect accurate detection of malware. It is because that malware can easily avoid the signature based detection by using packing and encryption. Packing detection has significant meaning to detect malware considering that 92% of malware use packing.
The important factors in detection tool are speed and accuracy. In this paper, we have implemented packing detection tool by extracting the characteristics of packed PE files and calculating entropy. It has been confirmed that the proposed tool has higher detection rate with shorter detection time, and has improved performance.
It would be able to detect evidence file promptly in malware accident investigation by using the proposed packing file detection tool proposed in this paper.
In the future, detection of packed file with low entropy will proceed. So we will increase detection rate of packing.
